December 3rd, 2020 Full Council - Block 4 Week 2 - Held virtually
I.
Call to Order:
○ Meeting started at 5:00 MST
II.
Roll call:
Absent: Gaby, Fran
Guests:Elliott
III.
Distribution of minutes:
Minutes from the meeting on November 19th, 2020 have been approved as
distributed
IV. Introductions:
V. Relevant Committee Updates:
○ Outreach:
■ Launched family groups! Please sign up
■ Those of us who volunteered to work on getting votes right restored have
been working
○ Finance:
■ Bustang tickets are officially in and they will be available soon
■ We are creating a student activities fee for emails, social media
○ Presidential:
■ Head an hour-long call from Robert and Rochelle about our conversations
from the last meeting. They shut down a lot of the ideas from last week
■ News about president will be coming soon
VI.

Conversation on Yalich Student Center
○ Sakina: A second part of the new hockey arena is being named the Yalich Student
Center. All student services (wellness resources, Boettcher, counseling, etc) will
be on the top floor. We are looking for nicknames for that top floor. We presented
the idea of “Haven”.
○ Amy: Maybe Haven becomes an acronym?
○ Fer: I would love to see some more indigenous names represented on campus. I
will think of some
○ Sakina: Please let us know before tomorrow. They are finalizing the signage soon
○ Sophie: Does any of executive council want to share some of the things we
discussed
○ Sakina: Yes. On the bottom of this building are a bock store, restaurant, and a pub.
We aren’t a huge fan of having people having to walk by a pub to get to the
second floor. I brought this up with Rochelle and Robert and they said that
shouldn’t be a concern because it is a “classy” pub with no alcohol neon signs or
in your facial features. The other concern is that we don’t know how to get
students to go there based on its physical location

○ Elliott: I think there was concern about that when we did the crosswalks but I
think people will go if they have to get their mail. I think it is important that we
should be talking about making sure students come to these places (Worner, this
new space, etc)
○ Amy: We need to think about bringing back life to Worner. I have been having
conversations with Dean Dickey about this. We are thinking of making
somewhere in Worner into some game area. We were thinking social hang-out
place or game room or study. We are also thinking of finding new spaces for
group meetings, etc. What would you all like to see in Worner?
○ Al: The idea of a pub can be problematic and word spreads fast. Is there a way to
combine the restaurant and the pub together?
○ Sakina: I think no.
○ Elliott: The plans are pretty final at this point. I think visually, it is going to look
something like Benjis and will also serve alcohol but it won’t look like Tonys
○ Sophie: I think they are framing it as food first and alcohol second will be
important. We can’t change it now, we will have to mitigate risks
○ Ella: If alcohol comes second, then why is it a pub? I think it’s silly because
students on campus do struggle with addiction. I don’t know if this will promote a
new drinking culture on campus but the language itself sets it up.
○ Sakina: Heather said that other campuses that have similar things on campus have
positive cultures around drinking
○ Amy: Ya the idea of role modeling-- seeing faculty interact and have one beer.
One of the choices to put a pub there was because of the party culture, no longer
having to go to exclusive house parties or go to Tonys which is not a safe place
for many
○ Sally: A safe place for a student of age to drink
○ Ian: Is the pub open to the non-cc community?
○ Amy: Yes. But it would have more oversight and could have open mic nights
○ Ian: I just ride a weird line. I think CC should be a wet campus but it’s weird to
me that it is open.
○ Amy: I think that our campus is lacking a late-night food option. I would love to
see that happen
VII.

VIII.

Inclusion Officer Name Change Constitutional Amendment:
○ Vote on Constitutional Amendment to change of name “Inclusion officer” to
“Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion lead”
■ Approve: 23
■ Disapprove:
■ Abstaining: 1
Open Floor for Comment:

○ John: Any updates about bring semester?
○ Amy: There will be an announcement soon about J block
IX.

Adjournment

